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SOME COUNTER-EXAMPLES IN TOPOLOGICAL ENTROPY 
L. WAVSE GOODWYN 
(Receiced 18 May 1972) 
TN THIS paper six examples are constructed of compact metric spaces with self homeomor- 
phisms which answer in the negative certain questions raised in the theory of topological 
entropy. The first example is of two commuting homeomorphisms with the property that the 
entropy of their composite is greater than the sum of their entropies. The second example 
shows that the entropy of a homeomorphism may not be the supremum of the restriction 
of that homeomorphism to the minimal subsets. The third is a construction of finite closed 
covers with large entropy and the fourth is a construction of finitely additive measures with 
large entropy. The final two examples show that two kinds of homomorphisms may not 
preserve entropy in the expected manner. 
Example 1 
The first question we consider is the following: If S and Tare two homeomorphisms 
of a compact metric space such that S 0 T = T 0 S, does it follow that h(S 0 T) < h(S)+h(T)? 
An analogous question was raised for measure-theoretic entropy by Rohlin [13]. Some 
motivation for this conjecture was provided by the fact that h(Tk) = 1 klh(T) for any 
integer k (see [I]), and the fact that the inequality does hold for commuting linear automor- 
phisms of the n-torus. This is because the entropy of such an automorphism is the logarithm 
of the product of the eigenvalues greater than 1 of the matrix inducing the automorphism 
(see [l] or [3]), while for commuting matrices, the eigenvalues of the product matrix are 
products of eigenvalues of each (see [4, p. 2081). Here we show that in general, the inequality 
does not hold. We construct two commuting homeomorphisms, S and T, of a compact zero- 
dimensional metric space such that h(S) = h(T) = 0 and h(S 0 r) > log 2. 
Let Z denote the integers (with the discrete topology) and let Z u cc denote the one- 
point compactification of Z. Let X be the set of all functions x from Z into Z u cc with the 
property that x-‘(n) is either empty or a singleton, for each n E Z. (However, x-i(co) is 
allowed to be any set.) Let X have the product topology, regarding it as a subspace of 
(Z u co)‘. It is straightforward to show that X is a compact, zero-dimensional metrizable 
space. 
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We now consider three homeomorphisms, S, T, and R of X defined as follows: 
S(x)(n) = x(n + I) 
m)(n) = * 
i 
X(n) - 1 if x(n) E Z 




if it exists 
if not. 
It is straightforward to check that they are all homeomorphisms from A’ onto X and 
that the following three equalities hold: 
R 0 R = the identity on X 
SOT =TQS 
RoT=SoR. 
We now show that T has zero entropy. Consider the homeomorphism T’ of Z u co, 
defined by T’(n) = n - 1 for n E Z and T’(a) = co. Then T’ has zero entropy because the 
domain is countable (Corollary 3 of [S]). But T is just the restriction to X of the product 
transformation on (Z u co)‘, where the transformation on each factor is T’. Thus by the 
product theorem, [7], /z(T) = 0. 
We next note that by the third equality above, S and Tare conjugate, so that S also has 
zero entropy. 
On the other hand, we claim that /l(S o T) > log 2. Consider the symbolic system 
(0, 1)’ with the shift c, defined by a(x)(n) = x(n + 1) for x E (0, 1)’ and n E 2. The entropy 
of CJ is log 2 (see [2]). Define cp: (0, I}’ + X as follows: 
cp(x)(n) = (a if x(n) = 1 if x(n) = 0. 
It is clear that cp is a homeomorphism into X. But we also have cp 0 c = S 0 T 0 q, 
because 
and 
(S 0 7-)(&))(n) = T’(S(cp(x))(n)) 
Thus, the restriction of S 0 T to the image of q is conjugate to CJ, so that we have Ir(S 0 T) 2 
log 2. 
Notice that this does not answer the corresponding question about measure-theoretic 
entropy. There is a measure on X which is invariant under S 0 T, and the measure-theoretic 
entropy is log 2. However, S and T themselves are completely wandering and have no 
invariant measures other than the point measure at co. 
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A fact related to this example is the following: 
THEOREM. If S is an isometry of a compact metric space X and T is any homeomorphism 
of 3’ such that S 0 T = T 0 S, then h(T 0 S) = h(T). 
(.The proof is straightforward if one considers covers by all open sets of a fixed diameter.) 
However, examples of automorphisms of the torus show that even if S is a periodic 
isometry, the condition S o T = T 0 S is necessary. 
Example 2 
The second question we consider is the following: If T is a homeomorphism of a com- 
pact metric space X, does h(T) = sup{/z(T j u) / Y IS a minimal subset of X}? (By a minimal 
set Y c X, we mean a nonempty closed T-invariant set which does not contain any proper 
closed T-invariant subset.) For example, Hahn and Katznelson showed in [IO] that this is 
true for the shift homeomorphisms of the symbolic systems when they constructed their 
examples of minimal sets with positive entropy. In [2], Bowen showed that the entropy of T 
is equal to the entropy of T restricted to the nonwandering points, which suggests that 
entropy is concentrated on the more highly recurrent points. (The points of minimal sets 
are highly recurrent in that they are almost periodic.) Our example is of a homeomorphism 
with entropy >+ log 2 but which has no minimal set other than one fixed point. It will be 
constructed as a subsystem of the symbolic system on two symbols. 
We begin the construction by defining some subsets of the set of positive integers, Zf. 
For k, n E Zf with k < n, we define 
A,k = u [*is” + (0, 1, . . . ) k - l}]. 
j=l 
This is just the union of 2 . Snek strings of k consecutive integers, with their starting points 
48’ distance apart. Notice that Ank has d2kBnmk members. Now we define 
A, = b Ank, 
k=l 
and notice that the number of members in A, is 
An important property of A, is that for each k < n, each subinterval of {I, 2, . . , 8n} of 
length 8k must intersect A,, in a string of at least k consecutive integers. This is because Ank 
has such strings of distance 38” apart, so that an interval of length gk must contain one of 
the strings. 
We now consider blocks of O’s and 1’s. By an m-block we mean a function from 
{I, . . . , nz} into (0, l}, and by a p-subblock of an m-block B we mean a p-block B’ such that 
there exists a q E Z+ such that B’(j) = B(q +i) for i = 1, 2, . . , p. In this situation we say 
that B contains B’ or that B’ appears in B at the position q. We use similar terminoIo,y in 
talking about subblocks of bi-sequences (functions from Z into (0, 1)). 
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Let d, be the set of all 8” blocks which are zero at each place in A,. Then from the 
above mentioned property of s?‘~, we must have the fact that for every k < II, every 8k- 
subblock of a block in A, must have a k-subblock consisting of all zeros. 
We now construct a bi-sequence b = {bi}_ 1. <i < m of O’s and I’s as follows: Let b, = 0. 
Let the right-hand side of b be the sequence obtained by listing Cjuxtapositioning) all 
members of uzZI s/,, starting by listing all members of til (in any order), then all mem- 
bers of dz to the right ofthese, and continuing in this way. The left-hand side of b is obtained 
by listing the members of tiI to the left of the zero-position, then all members of dz to the 
left of them, and continuing. 
We now consider b to be a point of the symbolic system (0, l}“, with the product 
topology, and let X be the orbit-closure of b with respect to the shift transformation, G. 
Let T be the restriction of G to X. We claim that the homeomorphism T has entropy 
>_4 log 2. We use the fact that for subsystems of symbolic systems, the entropy is just 
lim,,, l/n log C,, where C, is the number of distinct n-blocks which appear in points 
(bi-sequences) of the system (see [IO]). For a fixed n, let us estimate the number, C8”, of 
S”-blocks appearing in X. Every block of ~2, appears (though there will be others in X), 
so C,. 3 the cardinality of SS’, . But recall that A, has <+8” members, so that there are at 
least 38” free choices in determining a block of &, . Thus, d, has at least 2’“j3 blocks. 
Therefore, 
/z(T) = lim f log C,. > lim $ log 28”/3 = 3 log 2. 
n-7; n-m 
We next claim that each point x E Xhas the point 0 (the point with all coordinates 0) in 
its orbit-closure. This amounts to showing that for each k, there is a k-block in x consisting 
of all zeros. If x is in the orbit of b this is clear, so we assume the contrary. Then x is a limit 
point of the set {a’(b) 1 i E Z}. Fix k E Zf and consider the block 
C = (x(l), x(2), . . . , x(2 . 8”)). 
This represents a neighborhood of x, so that a’(b) must be in this neighborhood for infinitely 
many values of i. This means that the block C must appear infinitely many times in 6. Hence 
C appears in b at a place where the blocks of A,, are being listed, for some n > k. Now C 
may not appear in one of the blocks of &, , because it may land astraddle of two blocks of 
~2~. However, at least half of C (either the left or right half) appears in a block of &, (for 
suitably chosen n > k), because those blocks are longer than half the length of C. Now by 
the property of d, we observed earlier, that particular 8’-block (half of C) must contain a 
k-subblock of all zeros. This is what we wanted to show, so we have completed the proof 
that X has no minimal subsets other than the point 0. 
Example 3 
The two basic definitions below were made in [I] for an open cover s( of a compact 
space X and a continuous map T: X-t X. 
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X(z) = the smallest number of sets of r needed to cover X 
However, there is nothing wrong with making these same definitions for any finite cover E of 
a set Xwith an arbitrary function T: X -+ X. (The properties listed in Section 1 of [l] remain 
valid.) In recent studies of the entropy of a self-map T of a compact Hausdorff space X, it 
has been convenient to consider the quantity h(T, a) for finite closed covers Q of S. In view 
of this it seems reasonable to define a different entropy: 
h(T) = sup h(T, a), 
where the supremum is taken over all finite closed covers. An example was given in [7] 
which showed that h(T) may not be equal to h(T). Here we show that this happens quite 
generally; in fact, if there is a point in the compact metric space X that is not recurrent under 
the homeomorphism T, then h(T) = co! For example, h of the symbolic system on two 
symbols is infinite because the point with only one nonzero coordinate is a nonrecurrent 
point. Our construction will also establish the sharpness of the inequality 
h(T, a) < /I(T) + log(order (cY)), 
obtained in [7] for finite closed covers r. 
THEOREM. Let T be a homeomorphism of the compact metric space X and suppose there is a 
point x0 E X which is not recurrent; i.e. there is a neighborhood U of x0 wch that Tnxo # U 
for all n E Z, n # 0. Then for each positive integer m, there is a closed cover u of X with m 
members, such that h(T, CY) = log m. 
The proof follows a lemma. 
LEMMA. Consider the successor function t: Z -+ Z defined simply by 7(n) = n + 1. For 
each positive integer m, there is an m-member cover /3 of Z such that h(7, p) = log m. 
Proof. FixmEZ+.Letb={bi}_-mCicm be a bi-laterally transitive point of the symbolic 
system on the m symbols { 1, . , m}. This is just a bi-sequence in which every block appears; 
it could be constructed by listing all blocks according to their length. Let /? be the inverse 
image, under the function b, of the cover of (1, . , m) by singletons. More specifically let 
Bi={nIb(n)=i)fori=l,..., m,andb={B, ,..., B,}.Thenforeveryn-block(Fc, ,..., k,) 
of integers 1 < k, < m, the set nl= 1 7-iBki is merely the set of integers q such that b(q + i) = 
kifori= I,..., n. But this is nonempty because every n-block appears in 6. Therefore that 
set is an essential member of the cover V;= I 7-ip. Since there are m” such n-blocks, we have 
N $‘,~-‘p = m”, 
( 1 
and it follows by taking logarithms and dividing by n that h(r, p) = log m. 
Proof of Theorem. Let 6J denote the orbit of our nonrecurrent point x0; 0 = {T”x, 1 n E Z}. 
Define rp: Z -+ f3 simply as cp(n) = TnxO. Since x0 is not periodic, cp is a one-to-one function 
fromZonto8.WithmEZffixed,let/?={B,,..., B,,,} be the cover obtained from the lemma 
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and let 7 = {C,, . . , C,,,} be the corresponding cover of 0, so that Ci = cp(B,). Now since 
(? = r = T 2 q, we have h,(T, ;I) = log m. We now define 
D=x-(e-e)=eu(X-8), 
and for i= 1, . . . . m, 
Di = Ci U (X - 8). 
Notice that each point of 0 is nonrecurrent as well as .Y~, and is therefore an isolated point 
of 8. It follows that 0 is discrete in the induced topology, so that each Ci is open in 8, which 
is open in 8, and we conclude that each Di is open in X. Thus the collection 
6 = {Dl, . . , D,) 
is an open cover of D, and since D is paracompact, there is a precise closed refinement E of d; 
i.e. we have a closed cover E = {E,, . . , E,,,} of D with each Ei c Di. We now let Fi = 
Eiu(lT--@)fori=l,..., m, and let s( be the cover {F,, . . , F,,,} of X. Notice that each Fi 
is closed in X (although Ei may not be). Finally, we calculate the entropy of 3: 
h(T, 3) 2 MT] D, 4 2 h,@l D1 4 B h,(TI o, Y) = log m. 
But since r has just m members, we must have h(T, a) = log m. This completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
Example 4 
In [6] it was proved that if 1~ is a measure (i.e. a countably additive measure) on the 
Bore1 sets of the compact metric space X, which is invariant under a map T: X+ X, then 
h,(T)<h(T), where h,(T) denotes the measure-theoretic entropy of T(see [13]). T. Goodman 
has more recently shown that, in fact, k(T) = sup /zJT), where the supremum ranges over 
all invariant measures (see [5] and [S]). Now, the quantity h,(T) can be defined for a finitely 
additive measure ,U (not assumed to be countably additive), although many of the nice 
properties no longer hold. The purpose of this example is to show that the inequality 
h,(T) < h(T) is not valid in the finitely additive case. 
Let (X, c) again be the symbolic system on two symbols. Let 1. be the measure on X 
obtained as the infinite product of the measure on (0, I} which assigns to each symbol the 
measure +. Let & be the Boolean algebra of equivalence classes of Bore1 sets of X, where 
two sets are equivalent if their symmetric difference has I,-measure zero. By the Stone Repre- 
sentation Theorem, there is a compact (extremely disconnected) Hausdorff space, 8, such 
that JZ? is isomorphic to the algebra of closed-open sets of X. 2 can be constructed as the 
collection of all ultra-filters in &, or alternatively as the maximal ideal space of -Y(X, 2). 
In either construction, there is a natural way of defining d: x --+ ‘v’, and the isomorphism 
between & and the closed-open sets of 3 will make 3 correspond to G as a set-mapping. 
We now claim that the topological entropy of d is infinite. As shown in the previous 
example, there are finite closed covers of X with arbitrarily large entropy, and by the con- 
struction in [7, p. 4461, we can assume that the covers are nonover&ping, i.e. that the inter- 
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section of any two members has no interior. Now for such a cover x = {A,, . . . , A,}, we can 
perform the standard “disjointification”, defining 
Ai’ = Ai - u Aj for i= 1, . . . . 112 
j<i 
and 
r’ = {A,‘, . . . ) A,‘}. 
Now, taking equivalence classes of the sets of z’ and transporting via the isomorphism, we 
get a corresponding opera partition Cz of x’. It can be verified that /1(2, 5) = h(o, cr), although 
some care must be taken: For nonoverlapping covers, IV is just the number of sets with 
nonempty interior (see [7, Proposition I]). Therefore, the sets which are counted in 
Vy:J D-~Y must correspond to sets in ‘$zJ ceir’ which have nonempty interior. Now, the 
support of i. is all of X, so these sets have positive I-measure and hence correspond to non- 
empty sets in Vi=, G “-I --‘5. Now, /~(a, E) was arbitrarily large so we have h(c) = co. 
We now use Goodman’s theorem (or Theorem 5 of [S]) and obtain measures 1~ on d 
invariant under C such that /l,,(5) is arbitrarily large. Such a measure corresponds to a 
finitely additive measure on d via our isomorphism, and this determines a finitely additive 
measure on the algebra of Bore1 sets of X in the natural way. The isomorphism insures that 
these measures have the same entropy as those we started with on 2, so that such measures 
have arbitrarily large entropy even though the topological entropy of G is log 2. (Of course 
the isomorphism cannot be a sigma-isomorphism, for then the measures on X would be 
countably additive, contradicting [6].) 
Example 5 
An elementary fact about topological entropy is that iff: (Y, S) -+ (X, T) is a homo- 
morphism onto X, then h(T) < h(S). (A homomorphism is a continuous function from Y 
to X satisfying f 0 S = To f.) Here we show that we may not have equality even if the 
homomorphism is assumed to be almost one-to-one, i.e. one-to-one when restricted to a set 
whose complement is of the first category. 
Let (X, G) again be the symbolic system on two symbols, and, as in the previous 
example, let CL be a finite nonoverlapping closed cover with entropy larger than /r(a) = log 2. 
Let p = {B, , B,) be the standard cover of X defined by Bi = {XIX(O) = i}. Let y = u v p. 
Notice that the diameter of Vin_ _” 0 - iy tends to zero as n tends to itinity because a has this 
property. Writing y = {C,, . . . , C,,,), we define a subset 2 of the symbolic system, (X,,, , G,,,), 
on the m symbols (1, 2, , . , rn) as follows: 
x= XEX,I / \ 
\ 
n GmiCx(i) Z 4 
-m<i<m I’ 
We also define cp: ,y -+ X by letting cp(x) be the unique point in n _ ~ < i< a G-‘C.~(~). It is 
straightforward to show that _? is closed and that cp is continuous. This is the type of con- 
struction carried out in [I l] and [12]. 
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Let F be the overlapping points of y, F = u (Ci n Cj] i # jj), and let 
W= u o-‘F. 
-_p<iCg 
Since F-has no interior, W is a first-category set. Now (X, a) is transitive, and, in fact, the set 
of points which have dense orbit is a second category set (see [9, (9.20)]). Therefore, there 
must be a point x0 E X with dense orbit which is not in W. Choose a point y, E 2 such that 
v(_vJ = sO. Let Y be the orbit-closure of y,, in 8, Y = {a,“(~,) 1 n E Z}. Let S be the restric- 
tion of cr,,, to Yand letfbe the restriction of 9 to Y. Thenfis a homomorphism from (Y, S) 
onto (X, a). 
We now claim thatfis almost one-to-one. We first note thatf-‘(F) has no interior in 
Y. For if U were a nonempty open subset off-‘(F), then the set V = X -f( Y - U) is open 
in X, and V c F. To show that V is nonempty, choose an n E Z such that S”fO E U, and note 
that it follows that GnxO E V because of the fact that c?x,, has only one pre-image. Therefore, 
the setf-‘(IV) = U_co<i<m S-y-‘(W) is a first category set and it is clear thatfis one-to- 
one on its complement, 
We next claim that the entropy of S is >h(a, y). Sincefis almost one-to-one, it must 
take a nonempty open set onto a set which has nonempty interior. (The proof of this fact is 
fairly straightforward.) Now, every n-block B = (k,, . . , k,) appearing in Y represents a 
nonempty open set in Y, and so its image,f(B) = fly=1 aeiCkl has nonempty interiors and 
is therefore counted when evaluating N(V,?=, a-‘y). (Again, see 17, Proposition 11.) The 
inequality /z(S) 2 h(a, r) now follows readily. 
Thus, the homomorphism A although almost one-to-one, decreases the entropy. 
Example 6 
Our final example concerns a corollary to the previously mentioned theorem of Good- 
man, that the topological entropy of a map is equal to the supremum of all possible measure- 
theoretic entropies (see [5]). 
COROLLARY. Let S and T be self-maps of compact metric spaces Y and X respectively, 
ard suppose that f: Y-, X is a Bore1 isomorphism such that f o S = T 0J: Then h(S) = h(T). 
By a Bore1 isomorphism we mean a one-to-one Bore1 measurable function onto X 
whose inverse is a!so Bore1 measurable. The proof of the corollary consists simply of the 
observation that f effects a correspondence between the S-invariant measures on Y and the 
T-invariant measures on X such that corresponding measures are isomorphic in the measure- 
theoretic sense and hence have the same entropy. Thus, topological entropy is preserved 
under “ measurable isomorphisms”. 
The question then arises: What iffis not one-to-one? Should we then be able to con- 
clude that h(T) < h(S)? We answer this question in the negative with a function which is 
continuous except at only one point. 
Let T be some homeomorphism of a compact metric space X which has positive entropy 
and has a fixed point, x,, (The system (X, T) could again be taken to be a symbolic system.) 
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We let Y = X x 2 u ;o be the one-point compactification of the product of Xwith the 
discrete set 2 of integers. We let S: Y + Y be the homeomorphism defined by: 
S(x,rz)=(x,n+ 1) for (x, n) E X x Z, 
and 
S(a)) = 
We let f: Y -+ X be the function defined by: 
f(x, Tz) = T”s for 
and 
co. 
(x, n) E x x z, 
Notice thatfis continuous at each point of X x Z, but not continuous at co. Also notice that 
fis Bore1 measurable. Now, 
and 
f 0 qx, n) =f(x, n + 1) = T”+‘(x) = T(T”x) = 7-y-(x, n)) = Tof(x, n), 
f 0 S(a) =f(co) = x0 = T(x,) = T of(a), 
SO that f 0 S = T 0 f, and f is a “ measurable homomorphism “. 
On the other hand, the entropy of S is zero, in contrast to the fact that T has positive 
entropy. One way to see this is to notice that (Y, S-‘) is a homomorphic image of the 
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